


Treating our body and mind to moments of self-indulgence should be a daily experience. We all deserve a bit of luxury, don’t we? 
That’s why we’ve made it our objective to formulate BodyZone Hotel Cosmetics with wonderful ingredients that your body deserves. 
The key ingredient - Moroccan Oil, one of the world’s most expensive essential oils, is high in Vitamin E, Omega 3 and Antioxidants. It 
works tirelessly to keep skin, hair and your entire body nourished and youthful.

Enhanced with the zingy fragrance of Verbena and Vetiver, BodyZone’s sensorial range of vitalising products will give you that gentle 
boost in the morning and that little thrill you deserve at the end of the day.  Go on, treat your senses to BodyZone!

Guest experience is considered the number one criteria travellers use to select and rate a hotel.
While away from home they are busy seeking out special moments to enjoy, remember and share ... every second deserves to be  
savored. Social media allows us to share our hotel experience with friends and the world. Our adventures have become collector’s 
items, while we curate our lives and record little moments of joy and excitement. 

Authentic, Enriching, Urban, Exotic, Confident and Sensual – that is your experience with BodyZone!
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Moiusturizing Body Lotion
30ml, BOZ-TUBL030 

ctn qty 400

Amenity Set – Large
(Shower Cap, Sanitary Bag, 

Vanity Set, Sewing Kit)
BOZ-AMSE555 ctn qty 500

Dental Set
(Travel Toothbrush,  
Colgate Toothpaste)

BOZ-DEKI044 ctn qty 250

Hydrating Body Wash
30ml, BOZ-TUDG030 

ctn qty 400

Nourishing Hair Conditioner
30ml, BOZ-TUCO030 

ctn qty 400

Vitalising Hair Shampoo
30ml, BOZ-TUHS030 

ctn qty 400

Vegetable Soap - pleat wrapped
20g, BOZ-SOAP022 

ctn qty 400

Vegetable Soap - pleat wrapped
40g, BOZ-SOAP044 

ctn qty 300

Shaving Set
(Schick Razor,  

Shaving Cream)
BOZ-SHKI044 ctn qty 250

Amenity Set – Small
(Shower Cap, Sanitary Bag)

BOZ-AMSE444  
ctn qty 500


